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[1] Near-bottom, high-resolution magnetic field data gathered at the southern East Pacific
Rise near 17�280S, 18�140S, and 18�370S, using the autonomous underwater vehicle
Autonomous Benthic Explorer (ABE) echo various geologic structures, including void
space within lobate caverns, recent pillow mounds, and hydrothermal vent activity. This
study is focused on a magnetic field low extending several kilometers along axis,
coincident with a trough created by the draining of a lava lake during a highly effusive
fissure eruption at 17�280S. Similar lows are observed at three other drained lava lake
troughs, including one which is at least 1800 years old, residing 400 m away from the
present-day axis. We attribute these lows to the presence of shallow dike swarms. The
degree to which other geologic features may contribute to the lows is constrained using
geologic, geophysical, and geochemical observations and forward modeling.
Compositional analyses of Alvin samples at 17�280S do not support Fe or Ti variations as a
primary source. Hypotheses requiring hydrothermal alteration and porosity variations
are both inconsistent with geologic observations and near-bottom gravity data analysis
from similar areas. Previous mappings between paleointensity variations and the observed
magnetic field over distances of several kilometers from the axis suggest that such
variations do not create the field low. The dominant source of the magnetization low is
most likely the presence of a 100–200 m wide region of shallow dikes which are poorly
magnetized relative to extrusives, or a region heated above magnetic blocking or Curie
temperatures by intrusions during the most recent eruption (though the latter interpretation
cannot explain the low at the fossil trough). In the first case, this extrusive thinning implies
a change in eruptive behavior over the last 750–1500 years given the local spreading
rate. For the latter case, thermal models suggest the anomaly had to have been created by
a dike swarms totaling at least 45 m width during the most recent eruption(s),
corresponding to �300 years of plate spreading. Models indicate that the source of the low
is centered slightly east of the axial trough. This offset suggests that the axis has been
progressively migrating westward over the past millennium, consistent with other studies
covering greater length and timescales. Westward migration provides an explanation for
the preferential emplacement of recent lavas flows west of the axis, evident in ABE
bathymetry and submersible observations. INDEX TERMS: 3035 Marine Geology and

Geophysics: Midocean ridge processes; 1517 Geomagnetism and Paleomagnetism: Magnetic anomaly
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1. Introduction

[2] Extensive shipboard mapping of the seafloor has led
to a good understanding of many seafloor processes over
scales of thousands to millions of years. With the develop-
ment of deep-submergence technology, the proximity of
sensors to the seafloor allows a finer resolution of features
and the interpretation of geologic processes at much finer
timescales. There are numerous questions regarding such
processes. For example, though fast spreading ridges seem
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the most likely place for nearly steady state conditions to
exist, the variability of fine-scale morphology and eruptive
styles observed suggest otherwise. What are subsurface
conditions associated with different eruptive styles? Do
some regions erupt more frequently than others? How often
do dikes intrude, and how often are intrusions accompanied
by eruptions? What conditions in a magma chamber con-
trol this? Though observations from ophiolites [Kidd,
1977] and ocean crust outcrops [Karson et al., 1992]
suggest dikes are on average one meter wide, they may

likely intrude in swarms. For example, Iceland has a slow
spreading rate of 19 mm/yr, but eruptive events at Krafla
created up to 8 m of spreading between 1975 and 1985
[Foulger et al., 1992]. Do dikes intrude in swarms at the
fastest spreading areas of the East Pacific Rise, or do single
meter-wide dikes intrude over the shortest possible time
intervals, given the local spreading rate [e.g., Curewitz and
Karson, 1998]?
[3] As a part of the night program of the January–March

1999 STOWA expedition to the superfast region of the East
Pacific Rise (EPR) around 17�S–18�S [Sinton et al., 1999,
2002] fine-scale bathymetry, three-component magnetics,
water temperature, and optical backscatter data were col-
lected using the autonomous underwater vehicle Autono-
mous Benthic Explorer (ABE) [Cormier et al., 1999]. A
capability of extremely accurate navigation and depth con-
trol allowed ABE to follow preprogrammed, closely spaced
track lines at altitudes of 5–40 m above the seafloor,
yielding high-resolution, nearly noise-free maps over two
sections of the ridge axis (Figure 1). One area is �3000 m
long and �800 m wide, at 17�280S, and another �400 m
long and �1200 m wide, at 18�140S (Figures 2 and 3).
Additional single-track line measurements were made near
18�370S (sample shown in Figure 4).
[4] The following is an analysis of near-bottom magnetic

field maps in two different geologic settings, with a focus
on a total field amplitude low at 17�280S, running the length
of the ridge axis. Other studies of near-bottom magnetic
field profiles have indicated the existence of a field low at
the axis of the EPR [Perram et al., 1990; Schouten et al.,
1999; Gee et al., 2000] and Juan de Fuca Ridge [Tivey and
Johnson, 1987]. Several sources have been suggested for
the cause of these lows, including the presence of highly
altered rocks, a decrease in the Earth’s intensity from 2000
years ago to the present, a shallowing of Curie isotherms
near the axis, and zones of dike intrusions. To constrain the
degree to which these or other sources contribute most to
the field anomaly low at 17�280S, we use forward and
inverse modeling and results from other data in this area,
including concurrent and previous geologic observations
made from submersibles, geochemical and magnetic analy-
sis of basalt samples, and seismic layer 2A thickness.
Seismic layer 2A has frequently been used as a proxy for
the magnetized layer thickness [Tivey and Johnson, 1993;
Gee and Kent, 1994; Schouten et al., 1999]. This is
motivated by studies suggesting layer 2A represents extru-
sives at mid-ocean ridges [Christeson et al., 1992], and the
fact that extrusives are typically much more highly magne-

Figure 1. ABE track lines over SeaBeam bathymetry data
at the southern East Pacific Rise. Contour interval is 15 m.

Figure 2. (opposite) (a) Bathymetry at 17�280S collected using an Imagenex pencil scanner mounted on ABE. Contour
interval is 2 m. Brown lines mark Alvin survey track lines during the same cruise, black dots mark Alvin sample locations
listed in Table 1. Thick black lines in Figures 2a–2d delineate the walls of the axial trough and collapsed lava tubes. (b)
Total magnetic field data collected with ABE overlain with bathymetry contours. Data are corrected for heading variations.
(c) Total field upward continued to a level plane at depth 2580 m. Crossover errors ranged from 10 to 50 nT. (d) Results of a
3-D inversion for magnetization, removing topographic effects. Magnetization lows interpreted as regions with high void
space are outlined in white and/or marked with a ‘‘V.’’ For the inversion, a constant magnetized layer thickness of 250 m
was assumed. The annihilator was used to scale magnetization amplitudes to values near 20 A/m, consistent with local
NRM measurements. Wavelengths below 50 m are damped in the inversion to prevent noise amplification, but slight
artifacts remain, forming some axis-parallel oscillations at that scale. Wavelengths above 2 km are also damped. Regions
outside data availability were bordered using a linear interpolation. The International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF),
1995–2000, was removed.
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tized than dikes [Atwater and Mudie, 1973; Smith and
Banerjee, 1986; Pariso and Johnson, 1991; Tivey and
Johnson, 1993]. An interpretation of this low is used to
constrain the geologic history of the region over timescales
of hundreds of years.
[5] For full discussions of the STOWA Alvin and wax

core data sets, see Sinton et al. [2002] and Bergmanis et al.
[1999]. Carlut and Kent [2000] discuss magnetic properties
of basalt samples from this cruise. Earlier submersible
observations within the survey areas are discussed by
Renard et al. [1985], Auzende et al. [1996], and Embley
et al. [1998]. See Detrick et al. [1993], Hooft et al. [1997],

and Carbotte et al. [1997] for discussions of the reflection
seismics studies in this area.

2. Geologic Settings

2.1. 17�2800000s
[6] The 400-m-high, �20-km-wide axial high near

17�280S (Figure 1) is among the broadest along the southern
EPR [Scheirer and Macdonald, 1991], with relatively
smooth topography and a shallow seismic reflector at
�1000 m depth, interpreted as the top of an axial magma
reservoir [Detrick et al., 1993]. Local spreading rates are

Figure 3. (a) Imagenex bathymetry at 18�140S. Brown line marks an Alvin survey track line. Contour
interval is 4 m. (b) Total magnetic field data, upward continued to a depth of 2635 m, overlain with
bathymetry contours. (c) Results of a 3-D magnetization inversion (see inversion comments for Figure 2).
Note the higher magnetization associated with two pillow mounds at the bottom of the valley, low
magnetization associated with the trough, and at a hydrothermal vent site.
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�140 mm/yr (full rate) [Cormier and Macdonald, 1994].
ABE bathymetry (Figure 2a) and previous submersible
observations have revealed a �50-m-wide, �10-m-deep
trough at the axis flanked by lava channels and collapsed
lava tubes. This morphology is very similar to that
described at the EPR near 9�260–9�510N by Haymon et
al. [1991], attributed to the buildup, drain back, and drain
out of lava in the form of lobate flows, sheet flow channels,
and lava tubes surrounding the area [Auzende et al., 1996].
ABE bathymetry reveal a nearly constant depth of 2602 m
along the rim of the trough, matching the depths of the tops
of lava pillars within it, suggesting the trough was created
by a single eruptive event that extended at least 3 km along
axis, offset in several places [Cormier et al., 1999]. There
are several indications that lava was emplaced primarily to
the west, including a higher density of tubes and channels to
the west (Figure 2a), and the location of the contact with
older lava, detected by changes in Alvin-observed sediment
cover [Embley et al., 1998], though larger-scale studies by
Sinton et al. [2002] suggest this is a local phenomenon. No
features resembling faults or fissures are visible. Submer-
sible dives were conducted regionally in 1984, 1993, 1994,
and 1999 [Renard et al., 1985; Fujioka et al., 1995;
Auzende et al., 1996; Embley et al., 1998; Sinton et al.,
2002]. There is some evidence for eruptions occurring
between 1984 and 1993, but between 1993 and 1999, the
sediment cover has only increased, strongly suggesting that
no new eruptions have occurred in this time period. At the
morphologically similar 9�50’N, near-bottom gravity sur-
veys were conducted [Cochran et al., 1999], revealing a
narrow mantle Bouguer anomaly high along the axial
trough.

2.2. 18�1400000s
[7] The EPR near 18�140S is also marked by a 400-m-

high, �20-km-wide axial high, but with a summit valley

detectable with SeaBeam bathymetry (Figure 1). The valley
is �800 m wide and �50 m deep, its walls defined by a
series of nearly vertical escarpments (Figure 3a). At the base
of the valley lie several dome-shaped constructs, �12 m
high and 100–150 m in diameter, cut by fissures. Submer-
sible observations of the STOWA cruise identified these as
pillow lava mounds. The mounds have significantly less
sediment cover than the surroundings, suggesting they are
the most recently erupted material in the area (notably, they
have more sediment cover than the recent flow at 17�280S).
The presence of fissures through the mounds suggests some
later tectonic activity, possibly subsurface diking. To the
southwest within the valley floor, near 113�21.80W,
18�14.90S, a high-temperature anomaly was measured with
ABE, and vent biota were observed nearby with Alvin,
suggesting the presence of active hydrothermal venting
there.
[8] Near the western wall in the northern part of the

region, around 113�22.10W, a smaller (�80 m wide, 10–15
m deep) trough sits within one of the step platforms. Alvin
observations reveal that this is a drainout structure, with
bathtub rings lining its walls and lava pillars and extinct
hydrothermal chimneys within, reminiscent of the axial
morphology at 17�280S. The regions immediately surround-
ing the trough form the shallowest topography in the survey
area, though depths are somewhat different on either side. It
seems most likely that this trough was once the locus of a
sizable fissure eruption. As the trough is well intact, the
neovolcanic zone must have since shifted east, toward what
is now the floor of the surrounding valley. The innermost
walls of the valley floor, at 113�21.90W and 113�21.750W,
form mirroring shapes, suggesting that they were once
joined together but split by spreading, which then continued
without any significant shifts in the ridge axis position. The
distance between these mirroring shapes, about 250 m,
corresponds to 1800 years of spreading. Although we do
not have enough information to precisely estimate the age of
the fossil trough at 113�22.10W, we assume it is at least
1800 years old. Visual estimates of several centimeters of
sediment cover from Alvin suggest the trough is likely to be
several thousand years old.

3. Data Collection and Processing

[9] ABE is an autonomous underwater vehicle which,
once deployed, follows a series of preprogrammed track
lines mostly �20–30 m above the seafloor (Figure 5a).
Bathymetry data were collected using an Imagenex pencil
scanning sonar over a swath width of �40 m, yielding
depths accurate within 50 cm, with a 5 � 2 m footprint.
Three-component magnetic field, water temperature, and
optical backscatter data were collected along track lines
spaced 30–40 m apart over most of the survey regions. In
the northeast corner of the 17�280S region, as part of a
photography survey, tracks were 5–10 m above the sea-
floor, spaced �15 m apart. ABE dives were conducted as
part of the nighttime program of the STOWA cruise,
resulting in minimal daily magnetic variations associated
with solar activity. This, combined with ABE’s strong
positional control, has yielded virtually noise-free magnetic
field data. Yoerger et al. [1999] describe further details of
the mechanics and capabilities of ABE.

Figure 4. Sample single profile of (top) depth and (bottom)
total field collected near 18�370S, a region morphologically
similar to 17�280S. Measurements were made from a nearly
constant depth of �2680 m.
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Figure 5. Example of data for a single dive as a function of time. (a) Fish depth and along-track depth.
(b) Fish heading (degrees clockwise from north). (c) Measured total magnetic field, determined from
three-component data (black) and magnetic field corrected for changes in heading using a filtered
interpolation (gray). (d) Heading corrections based on observed field during heading loop (crosses), with
filtered interpolation (solid line), cosine correction (dashed line), and field after linear scaling of field
components (circles). (e) Field after (left) cosine, (middle) interpolation, and (right) scaling corrections
were applied. Contour interval is 100 nT.
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[10] The total magnetic field was calculated directly from
the three component data. To create a field map with track-
to-track consistency, accurate corrections for heading varia-
tion were essential. The pitch and roll of the vehicle varied
<2�, so corrections were not made for these. Heading
corrections were conducted using variations in the magnetic
field measured during slow controlled spins by ABE,
performed during the descent of each dive at �300–400 m
depth. Three types of corrections were examined. For two,
the magnetic field correction was defined as a function of
heading which fit the spin data. This function was then
subtracted from the near-bottom data, depending on the
heading of the vehicle. We considered both a cosine fit and
a linear interpolation of the spin data that was then low-pass
filtered in the frequency domain (Figure 5d). The latter
function essentially uses higher-order cosine and sine curves
to fit the spin data via the spectral filter. The third correction
simulates errors in calibrating the sensor: we solved for
parameters linearly scaling the x and y components of the
field and minimizing the variance of the total field generated
during the controlled spins. This scaling was then applied to
the rest of the dive. RMS misfits for the cosine, interpola-
tion, and component scaling corrections were 232, 56, and
50 nT, respectively. The filtered interpolation heading
function provided the most satisfactory track-to-track con-
sistency (Figure 5e) and was thus the preferred heading
function.
[11] Total field data at 17�280S were upward continued to

a level plane of depth 2580 m, �20 m above the rim of the
axial trough. With exception of the photo survey region, the
resolution loss due to upward continuation is minimal, as
the difference between the new observation plane and the
actual vehicle depth was typically 5–15 m. The upward
continuation depth for the 18�140S area was 2635 m, �25 m
above the valley walls. Because ABE behaves differently
while ascending than while descending, its altitude varied
significantly between neighboring tracks, creating some
track-to-track roughness in the heading-corrected field (evi-
dent in Figure 5e). The field was thus upward continued one
profile at a time, and the profiles then merged to form the
maps shown in Figures 2c and 3b. The minimal upward
continuation distance (5–15 m, except in the photo survey
area) and similarity between the fields before and after
upward continuation (Figures 2b and 2c) indicate that this
a reasonable approximation to a full 3-D upward continu-
ation (while a 2-D upward continuation could potentially
create a bias toward track-perpendicular lineations, we do
not observe evidence of this in Figures 2 and 3).

[12] Natural remanent magnetizations (NRMs) were
determined for several samples from the survey area using
a 2-G cryogenic magnetometer. Differential magnetic crys-
tal growth due to different rates of cooling can lead to
differences in NRM measurements, depending on distance
from the glassy margin [Marshall and Cox, 1971; Gee and
Kent, 1998]. All samples were thus cut radially to the
outermost nonglassy part, and subsamples measured from
within the crystalline matrix, at distances of 1–5 cm from
the glassy margin. The mean NRM and standard deviation
of these samples is shown in Table 1. The average magnet-
ization of samples from the youngest flows within the three
survey areas (17�280S, 18�140S, and 18�370S) was always
close to a mean value of 20 A/m.

4. Magnetic Field and Magnetization
Inversion Characteristics

4.1. 17�2800000s
[13] The magnetic field at 17�280S (Figures 2b and 2c)

exhibits numerous off-axis lineations of significant ampli-
tude, many of which are oriented obliquely to the ridge axis.
These multidirectional field variations advise caution when
interpreting individual near-bottom profiles and assuming a
two-dimensional structure. A three-dimensional inversion
for magnetization, using the method of Parker and Huestis
[1974] reveals ellipsoid magnetization lows surrounding or
extending from collapsed lava tubes (Figure 2d). Lava tubes
are likely feeders for larger, cavernous lobate flows. These
local magnetization lows most likely reflect large amounts
of void space beneath the extrusive carapace [see also Shah
et al., 1999].
[14] The most prominent feature of the magnetic total field

data over the 17�280S region, and a primary subject of this
paper, is an anomalous 600–800 nT low of �200 m width,
roughly centered on the axial trough. The magnetization low
persists for the length of the trough, and then shifts slightly
east, following an offset in the axis near 17�290S.
[15] Cross-axis profiles (Figure 6) of the magnetization

inversion reveal an offset of �15 m between the magnet-
ization low and the center of the axial trough, suggesting
that the source of the low is not symmetric with respect to
the ridge axis. Such asymmetry could also arise from short-
term variations in magnetization declination. Though the
assumption of a geocentric dipole is common, it is possible
that due to secular variation, the source rocks have
(locally) obtained a different declination. Tests using for-
ward models reveal that a declination of 25� would be
necessary for the offset to disappear. The regional declina-
tion has varied from 0� to 12� over the last 300 years with
a current value of �12� [Bloxham and Jackson, 1992], and
rougher global estimates suggest the declination has varied
between �4� and 12� over the last 2000 years [Hongre et
al., 1998]. A value of 25� is then extreme, suggesting that
the source of the low is actually offset to the east of the
axial trough.

4.2. 18�1400000s
[16] The magnetic field in this region is dominated by

patches of lows and highs associated with the younger
fissured pillow mounds at the bottom of the valley, and
lineated lows parallel to the axis in the western part of the

Table 1. FeO and NRM Values for Alvin Samples Located in

Figure 2

Sample Longitude Latitude NRM Mean SD FeO

3357-3 �17.465 �113.224 10.16
3357-4 �17.464 �113.220 10.01
3357-5 �17.464 �113.214 16.5 3.2 9.97
3357-9 �17.468 �113.216 10.02
3360-2 �17.477 �113.224 9.89
3360-3 �17.476 �113.222 9.82
3360-4 �17.474 �113.219 9.86
3360-5 �17.477 �113.219 19.9 5.9 9.82
3360-6 �17.480 �113.210 10.15
3360-7 �17.482 �113.217 10.08
3360-8 �17.486 �113.219 18.8 2.2 9.91
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survey area (Figure 3b). As with 17�280S, the field is highly
variable in both the along-axis and across-axis directions,
confirming the need for map-view studies. A 3-D inversion
for magnetization (Figure 3c) reveals high magnetization
levels for the fissured pillow mounds. The weight percen-
tages of Fe and Ti of samples from these mounds are
actually slightly lower than those from the surrounding
region. The magnetization highs are consistent with the
minimal low-temperature oxidation of magnetic minerals
[Irving, 1970] experienced by young flows. Some contri-
bution may also arise from that fact that the pillow lavas
may be less porous than the crushed lobates which surround
them and thus contain greater amounts of magnetized

material. Interestingly, there have been observations of
magnetization lows over fissured axial terrain, attributed
to low-temperature hydrothermal alteration [Tivey and
Johnson, 1987]. The presence of magnetization highs at
these fissured pillow mounds is not consistent with such an
association.
[17] Near 113�21.80W, 18�14.90S, where the high-temper-

ature water anomaly was observed, a sizable but localized
magnetization low is present. This low may be due to
extensive high-temperature hydrothermal alteration, or
basalt temperatures nearing the Curie or magnetic unblock-
ing temperature (in this region, �300�C [Carlut and Kent,
2000]). Finally, at the trough within the western wall of the

Figure 6. Stacking of profiles of (a) topography, (b) total field, and (c) inversion magnetization. Black
lines are the means of individual profiles in gray. Northern and southern regions were stacked separately
because of the difference in survey area width. The x axis origin was assigned to the deepest part of the
axial trough. Gray crosses in Figure 6b show points where raw data were collected. The scattered
distribution of the points across-axis assures against data aliasing, a concern since track lines are �30 m
apart, oriented almost parallel to the axis. Dashed line in Figure 6b shows the mean profile upward
continued to a shallower depth of 2600 m.
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valley, where lava morphology is similar to that of the
17�280S axis, there is an along-axis magnetization low,
suggesting a correlation between drained lava lake troughs
and magnetization lows.

4.3. Comparison to Other Parts of the EPR

[18] An examination of currently available magnetic field
data collected at altitudes of 50 m or less above the seafloor
indicates a correlation between drained lava lake trough
morphology similar to 17�280S and magnetization lows.
This includes the ‘‘Animal Farm’’ flow near 18�370S, sur-
veyed along single track lines with ABE (Figure 4), and also
near 9�500N, observed using Alvin [Schouten et al., 1999].
The fact that a magnetic field low is also observed along the
1800+ year-old fossil trough at 18�140S suggests that the
source of the low is able to persist over significant periods of
time and tectonic activity.
[19] Axial magnetic field lows were also observed via

deep-tow studies, with instruments at altitudes of �100 m
at various locales between 19�S and 20�S [Perram et al.,
1990; Gee et al., 2000]. These lows correspond to magnet-
ization variations of 10–20 A/m over widths of about a
kilometer, distinctly different from the 200-m-wide, 5–10
A/m low shown in Figure 6c. For further comparison, we
upward continued the stacked cross-axis field anomaly
profile for 17�280S to a depth of 2600 m, an altitude above
the seafloor comparable to that of the deep-tow studies
(Figure 6b). The upward continued anomaly shows a 150
nT low over �300 m width. This anomaly is minute
compared to the �1000 nT oscillations observed over
several kilometers by Perram et al. [1990] and Gee et al.
[2000].

5. Results: Quantifying the Contributions
to the Axial Low

[20] A challenging aspect of interpreting magnetic field
data is the numerous physical and geochemical properties
which can contribute to the total field. We consider six in
particular: geochemical variability, hydrothermal alteration,
paleointensity variations, porosity/void space, the presence
of relatively nonmagnetic dikes, or material above the Curie
or magnetic unblocking temperatures. We use forward
modeling and other data to quantify the extent to which
these properties might to contribute to the magnetic field
low. The likelihood of these characteristics being a dominant
source of the low is examined in section 6. With excellent
coverage near 17�280S, we use these data to constrain the
source of the low, and recognize that this source should be
applicable in the three other regions with magnetic field
lows at fissure eruption troughs.
[21] The magnetic field low is mostly a two-dimensional

feature extending nearly the length of the survey area, with
some second-order along-axis variation in width. We
stacked across-axis profiles to reduce the effects of local
perturbations, and applied models that describe cross-axis
variations in the magnetized layer properties. The south-
ernmost and central parts of the survey area were excluded
from stacking to avoid apparent dipole effects near the
south, and the large-scale off-axis field variations near
the center of the region. The forward models predict the
magnetic field anomaly assuming a 1-D laterally variable

magnetization distribution (essentially vertical prisms),
over a variable magnetized layer thickness beneath a
topographic profile [Miller and Hey, 1986]. The magnet-
ization of the most recently erupted basalt was taken as 20
A/m, based on NRM measurements of Alvin samples
collected regionally (Table 1) and from nearby segments
[Carlut and Kent, 2000]. Variations in layer thicknesses
and magnetization were chosen according to the feature
being modeled.

5.1. Iron Content (for Ritanomagnetite)

[22] A well-established cause of magnetic field amplitude
variations is the presence of variable iron content in basalts
[Vogt and Johnson, 1973; Sempere et al., 1988; Gee and
Kent, 1998]. A geochemical analysis of Alvin samples
revealed variations in FeO and TiO2 weight percent less
than 0.4 and 0.2, respectively, within the ABE survey region
(Table 1). Furthermore, this uniformity extends over a much
larger region, with FeO and TiO2 weight percent varying
less than 0.8 and 0.4 over 18 km along-axis for the most
recent lavas [Bergmanis et al., 1999]. Within the ABE
survey area, several sample locations coincide with highs
and lows in the magnetic field data, strongly suggesting
geochemical variations of the youngest lavas are not the
cause of magnetic field variations in this area. Though few
samples for NRM measurements were available within the
survey area, they generally do not show much variation.

5.2. Hydrothermal Alteration

[23] A significant decrease in MORB magnetization can
occur by low-temperature oxidation (converting titanomag-
netite to titanomaghemite) [Irving et al., 1970; Marshall
and Cox, 1971; Pariso and Johnson, 1991], associated with
continual circulation of fluids below temperatures of 100�C
[Irving, 1970]. This oxidation has been used to explain the
kilometer-wide central anomaly magnetic high [e.g., Klit-
gord et al., 1975]. Tivey and Johnson [1987] proposed that
an axial magnetic field low at the Juan de Fuca Ridge might
be due to similar alteration, where alteration at the axis is
enhanced by the presence of highly porous rock in the form
of a high density of fissures. Perram et al. [1990], however,
found similar field lows at the EPR both in fissured and
unfissured regions. A much greater decrease in magnet-
ization may occur by high-temperature alteration, associated
with more localized hydrothermal vent fields (see Rona
[1978] for summary).
[24] Neither fissures, intense hydrothermal venting, nor

sulfide mounds were observed within the axial trough in
the 17�280S ABE survey area (Figure 2) [Sinton et al.,
2002].

5.3. Temporal Changes in Paleointensities

[25] Continuous temporal changes in the absolute inten-
sity of the Earth’s magnetic field have been documented
using paleomagnetic techniques for ages from 40 ka
[Merrill et al., 1996; Bloxham and Jackson, 1992; Hongre
et al., 1998]. Variations in intensity have been correlated
with variations in magnetic field data near the 17�280S
survey area over scales of several kilometers [Yamamoto et
al., 1999; Gee et al., 2000], as well as in other regions
[Cande and Kent, 1992; Gee et al., 1996]. A decrease in
geomagnetic field intensity over the last 2000 years,
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corresponding to �280 m of new seafloor for a full
spreading rate of 140 mm/yr, should contribute to a field
low near the axis. The actual width and amplitude of the
contribution will depend on the distance over which lava is
emplaced off axis and the thickness of these extrusive
flows.
[26] Figure 7a shows detailed intensity variations over the

last 8000 years. The spherical harmonic development up to
degree and order 8 [Bloxham and Jackson, 1992] was

projected at 18�S for dates since 300 years ago. Absolute
intensity data byMerrill et al. [1996] were projected at 18�S
for older times. The effects of paleointensity changes were
modeled by setting the magnetization distribution propor-
tional to the Earth’s paleointensity. To roughly simulate the
effects of off-axis emplacement integrated over depth, the
magnetization distribution was ‘‘stretched’’ by linearly
mapping to distances from the axis corresponding multiples
of spreading rate. Because of the lateral offset between the

Figure 7. Forward modeling to examine effects of historical paleointensity changes. (a) Changes in
paleointensity near 17�280S as a function of time. (b) One-dimensional magnetization distribution.
Dotted, solid, and dashed lines represent ‘‘stretching’’ a magnetization proportionate to intensity changes
by factors of 1, 4, and 6, respectively. Spacing along x axis corresponds to ages in Figure 7a given the
local spreading rate. (c) Observed total field (thick solid line) and predicted total fields determined
assuming a constant layer thickness of 100 m and the corresponding magnetization distributions above.
(d) Predicted field assuming a layer thickness equal to that of seismic layer 2A in this region.
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morphologic ridge axis and the magnetization solution, the
magnetization profile was centered �15m east of the ridge
axis (Figure 7b).
[27] Results (Figures 7c and 7d) show that a fair amount

of the low can be fit using the paleointensity models for
the cases where the distribution is stretched by a factor of
4–6. For smaller stretching factors, the observed field does
not match the greater amplitude paleointensity increase
prior to 2000 years ago. Over distances of several hundred
meters from the axis, setting the magnetized layer thick-
ness equal to layer 2A thickness generally yields worse fits
than a constant layer thickness. For example, for the region
between �400 m and +150 m from the axis, RMS misfits
of predicted field to the observed stacked field range 70–
200 nT assuming the magnetized layer is 100-m thick but
range 115–200 nT assuming it is equal to layer 2A
thickness. (Note that closer to the axis, both layer thick-
nesses perform similarly, with RMS misfits ranging 65–
120 nT for the various magnetization distributions between
a region within ±150 m of the axis.) These misfit values
may be compared to an RMS distance of �100 nT for fits
between the stacked and mean profiles shown in Figure 6,
over the region within ±150 m of the axis (we consider this
region in particular for comparison to other modeling
discussed below). Magnetization distributions with a
stretching factor of 4 have RMS misfits of <70 nT for a

100-m-thick layer, suggesting an acceptable fit to the data
there.

5.4. Porosity///Void Space

[28] An absence of magnetized material in highly porous
rock will create a magnetic field amplitude low. High
degrees of porosity within the extrusive layer are associated
with void space within lava tubes and cavernous lobate
flows, lesser degrees with collapsed variants of these
features, and less still with pore space in pillow lavas.
Many lava tubes and lobate flows have been observed in
the survey area via ABE and Alvin observations, primarily
west of the axial trough. If void space present within new
flows became compacted over time while moving away
from the axis, a magnetic field low would remain at the
axis.
[29] To model the effects of void space, we assumed that

surface bathymetry represents only a thin shell covering
empty space, and that the top of the magnetized layer is best
modeled as a deeper surface. We ran forward models with a
section ‘‘carved out’’ of the stacked observed bathymetry.
For simplicity, we chose a rectangular-shaped block whose
horizontal and vertical limits were set as variable parame-
ters, which were then solved for by minimizing the RMS
difference between the predicted and observed fields (a
Nelder-Meade simplex method was used for the minimiza-

Figure 8. Two-dimensional forward modeling to examine effects of along-axis void space, assuming a
constant magnetization of 20 A/m throughout the magnetized layer. (a) Observed total field from stacked
profiles (black solid line) and predicted total field for best fit magnetized layer thickness portrayed
below. (b-d) Magnetized layers. Gray, dashed, and dotted lines delineate the magnetized layer used to
predict the corresponding fields in Figure 8a. Solid black line shows the observed bathymetry. Profiles in
Figures 8c and 8d show best fits to data assuming an off-axis layer thickness of 100 and 200 m,
respectively. Profile in Figure 8b shows the best fit to data with the depth of the box fixed at 10 m, the
depth of the axial trough.
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tion [Press et al., 1986]). To best fit the shape of the axial
anomaly, we fit data within a distance of ±150 m from the
axis (a 300-m-wide region). The minimization indicated that
a block �30 m deep and �150 m wide, centered east of the
axial trough, would best fit the observed field (Figure 8).
The shape of the low might be better fit with a more
complex shape, but the overall dimensions would be sim-
ilar. Forward models assuming only 10 m, the depth of the
axial trough, carved from bathymetry predict a much
smaller amplitude field low (�250 nT for the given fish
depth). The RMS misfit was �80 nT for the 30-m-deep
blocks (less than the 100 nT misfit between individual
profiles and the mean shown in Figure 6) but was 135 nT
for the 10-m-deep block.
[30] A high degree of porosity may instead be spread

throughout the depth of the extrusive layer near the axis. We
can estimate the likely amount of porosity needed from the
3-D magnetization inversions. The 3-D inversions suggest
the magnetized layer has a magnetization amplitude �25%
lower than the surrounding rock. This could be achieved by
having �25% less rock over the upper 250 m of extrusives
over a distance of 50–100 m from the axis.

5.5. Low Magnetization Object: Dike Swarm
or a Warm Region

[31] The magnetic field low could be caused by low-
magnetization intrusive rock below the ridge axis. Intru-

sives may be poorly magnetized relative to extrusives
because of their crystalline nature [Atwater and Mudie,
1973; Smith and Banerjee, 1986; Pariso and Johnson,
1991; Tivey and Johnson, 1993] or because they not yet
cooled below the Curie or magnetic unblocking temper-
atures [e.g., Perram et al., 1990]. While either scenario
assumes the effects of intrusions, we distinguish between
the two because of implications for the dimensions of the
body, shown below.
[32] We assumed the body is rectangular or triangular,

encompassing two end-members of possible shapes. A
rectangular zone might resemble a set of shallow dikes
emplaced during an intrusion episode, whereas a triangular
shape might better resemble either isotherms, or a series of
intrusions which have become progressively covered with
extrusives as they are rafted away from the neovolcanic
zone. The width and height of these regions were set as
variable parameters which determined the magnetized layer
thickness profile, and solved for by again minimizing the
RMS misfit between the predicted and observed fields over
a distance ±150 m from the axis.
[33] Away from the axis, we considered two types of

layer thicknesses: the seismically determined layer 2A for
this region [Carbotte et al., 1997] and the constant layer
thicknesses, set at 100 m and 300 m. The value of 300 m is
an extreme upper bound, as layer 2A is typically less than
200 m thick near the axis at the East Pacific Rise [Hooft et

Figure 9. Forward models of a low magnetization object below the axis, assuming a constant
magnetization value of 20 A/m throughout. Top profiles show best fits assuming a rectangular shape;
bottom profiles show fits assuming a triangular shape. For both cases, off-axis layer thickness of 100 m,
300 m, and seismic layer 2Awere used. Note the offset between the centers of these shapes and the center
of the axial trough.
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al., 1997; Carbotte et al., 1997]. We assumed a constant
magnetization of 20 A/m.
[34] Results are shown in Figure 9. The forward modeled

field is not very sensitive to the shape of the object,
predicting a rectangular object �100 m wide as shallow
as 10–50 m below the seafloor, or a triangular object with a
base up to �200 m wide. It is also interesting to note that as
with the paleointensity models, a constant layer thickness of
100 m yields the best fit to the data, with RMS misfits
ranging 20–40 nT, and that layer 2A thickness yields the
worst fit, with RMS misfits ranging 80–85 nT. Generally
speaking, the shallower variations better fit the �200-m
horizontal length scale of the low.
[35] A warm region 100–200 m wide places certain

constraints on the thermal history of the area. We ask how
wide an intrusion would need to be in order to heat a region
100 m wide to magnetic blocking temperatures of 300�C.
Delaney [1987] presented one-dimensional analytic models
of dike cooling for various intrusion widths. The models are
purely diffusive, but simulate effects of latent heats by using
increased temperature gradients. Applying these models for
a background temperature of 0�C, equivalent intrusion
temperature of 1450�C [see Delaney, 1987], and a thermal
diffusivity of 1 mm2/s, we find that the dike swarm would
have to be at least 45 m wide to produce temperatures
greater than 300�C over the entire 100 m at any point in
time. This swarm would cool below 300�C within 65 years
of the intrusion event. For 50- and 60-m-wide swarms, these
times increase to 95 and 165 years, respectively. Some
degree of hydrothermal circulation, however, is likely to
cool the region more quickly. Assuming an enhanced
diffusivity of 7 mm2/s (essentially a Nusselt number
approach, such as used by Phipps Morgan and Chen
[1993]), the region cools within 9, 15, and 25 years for
45-, 50-, and 60-m dike swarms, respectively. We anticipate
that cooling times may be even smaller because the model is
one-dimensional, taken in the horizontal cross-axis direc-
tion, and does not account for additional cooling from the
seafloor above. We note that 50 and 60 m are likely to be
extreme widths for dike swarms, since the drained lava lake
is roughly �40 m wide, and one would expect some surface
geologic expression of a wider dike swarm. It is more likely
that a 45-m-wide region of dikes would be intruded as an
eruptive sequence over a period of time than instantane-
ously. This period could not have been very long, however -
calculations predict that a 1-m-wide dike cools completely
below 300�C within a few days; a 5-m-wide swarm within a
few months (note cooling times estimated for 1–5 m
swarms are comparable to those predicted by the convective
porous media flow models of Cherkaoui et al. [1997]).

6. Discussion

6.1. Dominant Contributions to the Axial Magnetic
Field Low

[36] Although magnetic field anomalies typically have
numerous possible sources, the degree to which these
sources contribute can be constrained by the use of forward
and inverse modeling, and other available data. Given the
geologic and physical conditions needed for the various
possible sources of the axial magnetic field low described
above, we examine the likelihood of whether each of these

sources contributes significantly to the low. We require that
axial magnetic field lows at 18�370S, 9�500N, and the fossil
trough at 18�140S can be attributed to a similar mechanism -
there should be a relationship between the source of the low
and the presence of a fissure eruption trough (we do not
include the lows observed between 19�S and 20�S, since
those are of very different dimensions). Furthermore, the
field low at the fossil trough at 18�140S requires the source
to be able to persist for a few thousand years.
[37] There is no evidence of significant geochemical

variation for the most recent lava flows observed. For this
to be a source, it would have to be a property of the buried
basalts from previous eruptions. A strong degree of coinci-
dence would be required to also explain lows at 9�500N,
18�370S, and 18�140S. It seems unlikely that this is the
dominant source of the field lows. A similar problem arises
if hydrothermal alteration is considered, as neither fissures
nor hydrothermal vents are abundant in the 17�280S area.
Additionally, the magnetic field lows are long, continuous
features, and at 17�280S, over 100 m wide and over 2 km
long. These dimensions are quite different from those of
hydrothermal fields (see Haymon [1996], Embley et al.
[1998], and Krasnov et al. [1995] for summaries).
[38] Void space and/or porosity variations may contribute

somewhat to the field low, but are not likely to be the
dominant component. Near-bottom gravity analyses at
9�500N [Cochran et al., 1999], where lava morphology
and other geologic and geophysical characteristics are very
similar, reveal a mantle Bouguer anomaly high beneath the
axis, suggesting denser material at depth. Furthermore, the
predicted dimensions and location of the required void
space region do not match those of regions of high porosity
observed at 17�280S. The required depth and width are 30 m
and 100 m, respectively, yet the axial trough is only �12 m
deep and �40 m wide and bounded by mostly solid walls
(observed from Alvin). Most void space in the form of
collapsed lobate caverns and lava tubes has been observed
west of the axial trough, yet the source of the magnetic low
is centered east of the trough. It is especially difficult to
argue that most of the magnetic low is due to porosity
variations over the depth of the magnetized layer, since the
required density difference is much greater than estimated
ranges determined via gravity, seismic, and drill hole
observations: a porosity of 25% is an extreme upper limit
[Hooft and Detrick, 1993; Cochran et al., 1999] and would
then require 0% porosity within 100 m of the axis. Finally,
the presence of recent volcanic activity should make it very
difficult to sustain a high degree of deep (>15 m) void space
or porosity at the ridge axis, as lavas would tend to fill or
collapse these voids.
[39] The best fits mapping paleointensity variations to

the observed field low fit the first-order shape of the field
low. However, this alone is not enough information to
determine whether paleointensity variations are the domi-
nant source of the low. The actual contribution depends on
the distance to which extrusives flow off axis: the greater
the flow distances, the wider the paleointensity-associated
field low. Gee et al. [2000], with deep-tow survey lines
extending 8 km in either direction from the EPR ridge axis,
were able to map paleointensity variations to signals in the
observed magnetic field. This mapping used a stochastic
extrusive emplacement model to simulate the effects of
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extrusive flow away from the axis. At 19�450S, an area
with a comparable spreading rate, they mapped the recent
2000-year decrease to a field low of width �2 km and
amplitude 1000 nT. This low corresponds to a magnet-
ization decrease of 10–15 A/m. At 17�230S, closer to the
ABE survey area, there was no similar well-defined, large-
amplitude axial low, but they were able to map flank
anomalies to earlier paleointensity variations. Model fits
for the 17�230S data actually required that extrusives flow a
distance even greater than those of the 19�450S area. These
model results, in combination with the width of the
19�45’S low suggest that the recent paleointensity low
maps to a region over 2 km wide, which is greater than
the width of the ABE survey area.
[40] Geologic evidence further suggests that paleointen-

sity variations are not the dominant source of the 200-m-
wide low surveyed with ABE. First, it is difficult to explain
the field low present at the 18�140S fossil drained trough,
since this trough is likely to be at least 1800 years old,
formed before the most significant part of the decrease in
global paleointensity. Second, the correlation between lava
morphology and the presence of a low suggests that the low
was created by local geologic features, not a global property
of the earth such as paleointensity variations.
[41] A region of shallow dikes �45 m wide (if there is a

thermal anomaly) or 100–200 m wide (if the dikes have
cooled), implies an irregular boundary between extrusive
and intrusive rock. Numerous seismic reflection studies find
a gradual, relatively smooth pattern of layer 2A thickening,
interpreted as a gradual increase in extrusive layer thickness
with the pileup of lava flows with distance from the axis.
The shallow dike region would not fit such a pattern, but its
dimensions would be below the resolution scale of ship-
board MCS techniques. At ophiolites, the dike-extrusive
boundary has been observed to vary up to several hundred
meters over shorter horizontal distances (see Karson [1998]
for summary), suggesting irregularity in the intrusive-extru-
sive boundary may actually be quite common. A change in
the pattern of extrusive layer thickening implies a change in
magmatic behavior. It is feasible that some sort of episodic
magmatic behavior would be associated with a particular
type of volcanic morphology, and that the associated field
low would persist for millennia. The presence of a shallow
dike region also matches gravity observations by Cochran
et al. [1999] at 9�500N. They interpreted a mantle Bouguer
anomaly low as due to a 100-m-wide region of shallow,
dense dikes.
[42] A thermal anomaly associated with diking would

not be long-lived. Conductive cooling models predict that
the anomaly would last at most 100 years for a dike swarm
of width 45 m, but hydrothermal cooling would likely
shorten that time span to as little as �9 years. Though a
wider dike swarm would produce a longer-lived thermal
anomaly, we expect the span of feeder dikes to be no wider
than the 40–50 m width of the drained lava lake trough of
the most recent eruption (we do not expect heat to remain
from previous swarms since cooling times even for wider
dike swarms are still less than a few dozen years, and they
would have had to erupt several hundred years ago given
the local spreading rate). A timescale of �9 years is
marginally possible considering known constraints of erup-
tive history at these locales (summary above) [Sinton et al.,

2002; Carlut and Kent, 2000; Haymon et al., 1993] but is
orders of magnitude away from what is needed to explain
the field low at the >1800-year-old fossil trough at
18�140S. In this case, the most likely scenario is that a
swarm of cooled dikes remains beneath the fossil trough,
creating a magnetic field low because of their crystalline
structure.
[43] We thus interpret the dominant source of the low to

be the presence of shallow dikes beneath the drained lava
lake trough. These dikes may occupy a 100–200 m wide
zone, reflecting a change in the eruptive history of the area
over the last 750–1500 years, or may consist of a �45-m-
wide swarm intruded during the most recent eruption(s),
which heated the surrounding area.

6.2. Geologic Implications

6.2.1. A 100–––200 m Wide Region of Shallow Dikes
[44] If the low-magnetization region consists entirely of

dikes, it is unlikely that it is associated only with the most
recent eruption, since its width is much greater than that of
the drained axial trough (�40–50 m). Given the local
spreading rate, the dikes must reflect about 750–1500 years
of eruptive history. This could happen if conditions were
such that dike intrusions did not reach the seafloor as often,
and hence less extrusives were emplaced. However, the
most recent eruptions at 17�280S, 18�370S, and 9�500N were
relatively effusive (especially compared to the small pillow
mounds of 18�140S). The most recent lava morphology
would have to be created by an event triggering a highly
effusive eruption, ending such a period.
[45] At a segment of the EPR which is relatively wide,

and generally considered to have a relatively high magma
supply [Scheirer and Macdonald, 1991], certain conditions
would be necessary to create a period of reduced volcanism.
Buck et al. [1997] observed that over the global ridge
system, regions with shallower axial magma chambers tend
to possess thinner extrusive layers. They proposed that
while melt may be present in the magma chamber, dikes
may intrude, but do not reach the seafloor as often because
of the relatively low overburden pressure created by the lack
of dense crustal material above the magma chamber. Pres-
sure-driven buoyancy in these areas is not as great as it
would be if the melt resided deeper within the crust.
Supporting this argument, Wright et al. [1995] observed
numerous fissures attributed to diking at 9�–10�N, a region
considered ‘‘magmatically robust,’’ particularly near the
centers of fourth-order segments.
[46] The magma chambers near 17�280 and 18�370S are

relatively shallow, at depths of �1000 m (near 17�250S, the
magma chamber is as shallow as 700 m). Around 9�500N,
the reflector is 1500 m deep but shallow compared to the
surrounding segments [Detrick et al., 1993]. Less extrusives
may have been emplaced in these regions due to a lack of
overburden pressure for a period of time. The period was
then presumably interrupted by a large influx of melt into
the magma chamber, overpressuring the magma chamber
from below and triggering one or more of the observed
effusive eruptions.
[47] The best modeled extrusive layers are 20–50 m thick

after 750 years spreading (rectangular region with 100 m
width) or reach 100 m thickness for 1500 years of (trian-
gular region with 200 m base width). A flow thickness of
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10–12 m is suggested by depth of the axial troughs [Sinton
et al., 2002], or 5 m by the depth of collapsed lava tubes
[Cormier et al., 1999]. To reach the estimated extrusive
layer thickness, there would be five to ten extrusive-pro-
ducing eruptions (depending on the flow thickness) per 750
years for the rectangular-shaped zone, or coincidentally 10–
20 eruptions per 1500 years for the triangular shaped zone,
both implying at most one eruption per 75–150 years.
Without subsurface diking, this requires intrusions occur-
ring in swarms 10–20 m wide. In a superfast spreading
environment, it seems plausible that diking has occurred
more frequently, but without producing any significant
accumulation of extrusives.
6.2.2. A 45-m-Wide Dike Swarm
[48] A �45-m-wide opening associated with the most

recent eruptive sequence corresponds to 300 years of plate
spreading, given the local spreading rate. This seems to be
a long period of time between eruptive events, as 17�280S is
one of the fastest spreading parts of the EPR, but to date,
time intervals between eruptions are poorly known. This
time period may be shorter if the dike swarms are narrower,
which could be the case if buried rock has a slightly lower
Curie temperature, or the ambient rock temperature before
intrusions is much greater than 0�C. However, even a 30-
m-wide swarm corresponds to over 200 years of plate
spreading.
[49] We assume that the dike swarm(s) occurred because

of a rapid influx of a substantial amount of melt into the
upper crust after a period of volcanic quietude. The sim-
ilarity between these dike swarm widths and the width of
the axial trough encourages speculation regarding a relation-
ship between the two features.

6.3. Eastward Offset of the Low-Magnetization
Body at 17�3800000s
[50] An eastward offset of the low that suggests previous

magmatism in this area has been centered east of the axial
trough, and that the present-day ridge axis has migrated
westward. Larger-scale studies in this region have also
suggested westward migration over longer timescales via
deep-tow magnetic surveys [Yamamoto et al., 1999] and the
tectonic history of the area since 1 Ma [Cormier and
Macdonald, 1994]. The near-bottom magnetic field pro-
vides evidence of this migration over shorter time and space

scales. We note that westward migration is suggested
whether the assumed cause of the low is a shallow dike
region, paleointensity variations, void space, etc., as in each
case the present-day axis is located west of center of the
source of the anomaly.
[51] Figure 10 illustrates the situation for a shallow dike

region. Westward migration may explain the abundance of
recent lavas to the west of the axial trough in this region: If
an eruption takes place on the western slope of a high
formed during a previous eruption, lavas will flow prefer-
entially downhill, primarily to the west. As some lava has
flowed to the east, and the axial trough marks a minimum
depth for the region, lava must have accumulated higher
than the preexisting peak. An examination of larger-scale
bathymetry (Figure 1) confirms steeper slopes to the west
(suggesting previous extrusive emplacement to the east) and
a location of the axial trough which is west of the center of
the axial high.

7. Conclusions

[52] Along the EPR, data available to date imply wher-
ever there is a trough created by the drainout and drainback
of lava from a highly effusive fissure eruption, there is a
corresponding along-axis magnetic field amplitude low.
This is the case whether the trough forms the present-day
ridge axis (17�280S, 18�370S, and 9�500S), or is a fossil
feature which has since moved away from the axis with
plate spreading (18�140S). Our preferred interpretation of
the dominant source of the field low is the presence of
shallow dikes forming a low-magnetization region 100–200
m wide, extending along the axis, and reaching depths
possibly as shallow as 20 m below the seafloor. Alterna-
tively, the low may have been created by a �45-m-wide
dike swarm which has not yet cooled below Curie or
magnetic blocking temperatures, intruded during the most
recent eruption. The low at the 18�140S fossil trough,
however, would have to be attributed to cooled dikes. The
other possible sources seem unlikely to contribute signifi-
cantly for the following reasons:
1. Forward and inverse modeling show topography alone

cannot cause the field low.
2. Geochemical variability is not supported via the

analysis of basalt samples.
3. Geologic observations do not support significant high-

or low-temperature hydrothermal alteration along the length
of the trough.
4. Forward modeling shows porosity assumptions are

inconsistent with morphologic observations at 17�280S and
gravity data collected at a similar region.
5. The low could be modeled as due the decrease in the

Earth’s paleointensity field over the last 2000 years,
depending on the chosen extrusive emplacement scenario.
However, previous studies of the near-bottom magnetic
field in this region indicate that the decrease should create a
low several kilometers wide, due to the flow of extrusives
hundreds of meters from the ridge axis. This low is wider
than the ABE survey area. The paleointensity decrease
should contribute only very slightly to the field low
observed with ABE.
6. A magnetization low is present at a fossil trough at

18�140S believed to have a minimum age of 1800 years (but

Figure 10. Scenario in which westward propagation of
intrusions leads to lavas preferentially emplaced to the west.
Older features are centered east of the most recent intrusion.
New material is emplaced on a slope, and so preferentially
flows to one side.
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more likely a greater age), also suggesting that this low was
not created by paleointensity variations.
[53] The shallow dike region may be due to dikes rarely

reaching the seafloor over last 750–1500 years, until there
was a large influx of melt overpressuring an axial magma
chamber. This hypothesis is consistent with previous mod-
els relating magma chamber depth and extrusive layer
thickness. The magnetic field lows may instead represent
�45-m wide zone of recent intrusions, also associated with
a large influx of melt into the crust after a relatively quiet
period, possibly up to 300 years long.
[54] The fact that the low-magnetization region is skewed

somewhat east of the axial trough at 17�280S suggests that
there is ridge migration to the west in this area. Ridge
migration to the west is consistent with the emplacement of
recent lava flows primarily to the west, observed via lava
morphology, and variations in sediment cover.
[55] The near-bottom maps reveal numerous interesting

geologic features. Magnetization lows are created by void
space associated with lava tubes and lobate flows, and as
well as by the presence of hydrothermal vents (the latter
may be possibly due to alteration, or temperatures near a
Curie point or magnetic unblocking temperatures). Rela-
tively young but fissured pillow mounds were associated
with magnetization highs. These highs imply that the
presence of fissured terrain is not necessarily indicative of
hydrothermal alteration of magnetic minerals. The data
reveal the power and potential of map-view measurements,
as many features mapped here would not be revealed using
only single-track data.
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